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A full- strength lager that is crisp  
on the mid- palate with a good  

malt character and smooth  
full-bodied flavour. 
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A refreshingly crisp, modern, dry lager
that is low in bitterness, delivering

superior drinkability. 
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drinking and well balanced ale that's
full of hop flavour.
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Deep gold colour with a light hop
aroma, very crisp with no fruity or

floral flavours. 
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With its fruity aroma, subtle
bitterness, crisp palate and

refreshingly dry finish 
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Balter Lager greets you with a casual
citrus wave, subtle spicy grin and

gentle malt hug. A happy place for
your mouth.
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Pleasant sparkling sweetness with a
fruity and sour balance for a very

refreshing drink.
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Awash with passionfruit, citrus and
tropical fruit aromas and flavours, with

just a hint of bitterness. 
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With smooth malt character and
delicate hop aromas, perfectly

suited to our warm climate. 
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Subtle notes of chocolate and roasted
coffee -some even detect a fruity

aroma with a hint of caramel. 
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The gentle fruitiness of the aroma
compliments the sweet maltiness  

in the mouth. 
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Gold has a balanced, smooth flavour
and body, complimented by mild

bitterness and a trace of sweetness
from the extra malt. 
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Kosciuszko Pale Ale refreshes your
palate with pleasant rich maltiness and

a fruity hoppy finish. 
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We pride ourselves on pouring the freshest beer in Engadine! 

Enjoy one of our many beers on tap. 
middy 285ml  |  schooner 425ml  |  pint 570ml
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It is against the law to sell or supply to, or obtain alcohol on behalf of, a person under the age of 18 years. 

The Engadine Tavern practices the responsible service of alcohol. 
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With tropical and floral aromatics
along with a fruity palette.
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Enjoy chilled or poured over ice for an
even crisper, dryer experience.
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